Summer job Alpha 0.03
Guests check in:
day 1 - Nadine, Saul, Pablo
day 2 - Gregory
day 3 - Alison & Sasha
day 5 - Alexandra & Edgar
day 8 - Jenny & Kevin
relationship score:
Increase the relationship by interact with characters.
max relationship score:
Nadine - 200
Gregory - 100
Saul - 100
Alison - 100
Sasha - 100
Alexandra - 100
Edgar -100
Jenny - 100
Kevin - 100
Available clothing:
Nadine:
clogs $35
garter $100
bikini $150
Alexandra:
new swimsuit $250
Jenny:
new swimsuit $150
Skills improving:
Charm - tan at the pool - max 20
Knowing - read the red book in Leon's room (buy the book in the grocery store $100) - max 20
Strength - swim in the pool - max 20
Charisma - persuading - hilo mini games (persuade Saul about Nadine's Uniform) max 11
Power - not implemented yet
Thief - crack the locks with the hairpins - max 5
Massage - read the blue book in Leon's room (it's given by Gregory required: Nadine's feet massage
event started, Gregory's relationship level 51 or more) - max 5
Other influences
Hygiene - every day hygiene is reduced by 25%. Take a shower to restore hygiene. Low hygiene
slows down the relationships improvement and the amount of tips.
Hairpin:
Try to enter into the rooms while the guests are into them. (Alexandra in the room at 21:00,
Alexandra Edgar in the room at 23:00)
The first time the game unlock the hairpin.

Look for hairpin in the resort rooms.
Use the hairpins to force the lock.
remark: The hairpins position is random. If the hairpin is in the room with the character you have to
wait next day, but the next day the hairpin can be in another room.
Drunk System:
you can offer the characters a drink. Max level 6
Leon can also get drunk max level 6 (buy the whiskey at the grocery shop $50 drink it in the Leon's
room)
AVAILABLE SCENE:
Spy the characters:
Nadine in the bathroom at 08:00 and random in the evening
Alexandra at the beach at 17:00
Alexandra in the room at 21:00 (scene 01 required hairpin)
Alexandra in the room at 21:00 (scene 02 required hairpin, drunk level + lust level 2 or 3 )
Alexandra in the room at 21:00 (scene 03 required hairpin, drunk level + lust level 4 or more)
Alexandra Edgar in the room at 23:00
Jenny in the room at 21:00 (scene 01 required hairpin)
Jenny in the room at 21:00 (scene 02 required hairpin, drunk level + lust level 2 or 3 )
Jenny in the room at 21:00 (scene 03 required hairpin, drunk level + lust level 4 or more)
Drunk scene:
JENNY:
drunk Jenny and then visit her in the room ( required hairpin)
scene 01: required Jenny's drunk level 6
scene 02: required Jenny's drunk level 6, Leon's drunk level 2 - 3
scene 02: required Jenny's drunk level 6, Leon's drunk level 4 - 6
Sunscreen:
you can spread the sunscreen on all the female characters
location: beach
required: relationship level “friendly” and and her partner must be drunk (level 6) or the
relationship level must be “good” (the relationship level can be temporarily increase lust + drunk 4
or more, for example relationship level “friendly”, lust 2 (talk-flirt) and drunk 2 (offer two drinks))
Night visit scene:
Nadine's room between 00:00 and 02:00
Aftersun lotion scene:
Look for Nadine in her room while she is burned (to unlock all available scene required relationship
level “good”)
AVAILABLE EVENTS:
1) Nadine's uniform
beginning:
Look for Nadine while she works in the rooms.
Talk to Saul about Nadine's uniform in his office. (once a day)
Play hilo mini games to increase your charisma (required 10 or more)
Buy new accessories for Nadine's uniform (clothing store clogs $35, garter $100)

replayable scene:
Talk to Saul about Nadine's uniform in his office and choice the uniform. (once a day)
Look for Nadine while she works in the rooms.
Event solved.
Now you can ask Saul to change the Nadin's uniform (once a day).
If you change the Nadine's uniform to garters o clogs look for Nadine while she works in the rooms.
2) Nadine sunscreen.
beginning:
Look for Nadine at the pool between 12:00 and 14:00
required: sunscreen (grocery store $35) and sleeping pills (pharmacy $100)
Offer her a drink and use the sleeping pills
If Nadine isn't at the pool between 12:00 and 14:00 she is in her room. Look for Nadine in her room
and comfort her, after that she will be at the pool again.
Look for Nadine at the pool between 12:00 and 14:00. This time you can put the sunscreen into her
back.
The event is solved.
After that you can replay the event (once a day).
The scenes will be implemented in the future releases.
3) The deal between Edgar and Alexandra
required: hairpin
beginning:
Look for Alexandra and Edgar in them room at 23:00 (twice)
for now there's just the beginning scene.
you can replay the scenes
4) Saul's little habit
beginning:
Look for Saul in his office if charisma is greater than 5
for now there's just the beginning scene.
5) Saul, a nasty boss.
Look for Nadine at the pool between 12:00 and 14:00
required: sunscreen (grocery store $35) and sleeping pills (pharmacy $100)
offer her a drink and use the sleeping pills
beginning:
The day after Nadine will be in the Saul's office.
Look for Nadine in her room and comfort her.
Repeat the event until Saul takes Nadine's panties.
After that you can replay the event. If Nadine wear the garters there's a bonus scene.
The event is still in working progress.
6) wet t-shirt contest
beginning:
talk to Saul about the contest (required relationship 51 or more)
build the stage at the pool between 06:00 and 19:00 (three times once a day)
find competitors (5) and members of jury (2) by talking with characters (required relationship 51 or
more)
start the contest at the stage between 13:00 and 20:00
rules:
You be able to choose which swimsuit the competitor has to wear.

In the future releases there will be topless and naked options.
For now only Nadine has got two swimsuits.
Sexiest clothings influence the vote scores.
If the girl win the contest thanks Leon's vote she will reward him.
The event is solved by first contest.
You can replay the event.
7) Nadine's feet massage
required: the Nadine's uniform event started
required: Nadine has to wear the standard uniform or the garters
beginning:
After two days the begin of the Nadine's uniform event and she not wear the clogs.
Look for Nadine in her room at 17:00.
Improve the Nadine's relationship (required 51 or more)
Look for Nadine in her room at 17:00.
Talk to Gregory (requered relationship 51 or more) he givs to Leon the blue book.
Improve the massage skill till 5 by reading the blue book in Leon's room.
Look for Nadine in her room at 17:00.
to unlock all scenes required 101 or more Nadine's relationship
The event is solved.
After that you can replay the event each second day if Nadine not wear the clogs.
The scenes will be implemented in the future releases.

